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December 20, 2011 
 
NSDAF 
AISWG Members 
 
SUBJECT: BASS ANGLERS REQUIREMENT FOR CHANGE
 
In all fairness and to be clear and up, RBANS has from the beginning requested changes and or rules that 
would allow proper livewells to be used while engaged in the act of angling itself, our position has not and 
will not change. There is no proof of any type to suggest that using a livewell w
body of water has any negative impact on any other fishery or water body at that 
are on a body of water angling you’re merely fishing, bottom line. However, this same livewell must be 
empty before leaving the body of water, which is only common sense as we move forward trying to find new 
ways of control. 
 
The notion that other groups are trying to force their views or agendas upon bass anglers specifically is very 
unfortunate but a reality that many bass ang
actions. We have though in our power the ability to alter that very negative view, we must put forth rules that 
address the true issue here of illegal fish transportation
community does indeed consist of tactics and procedures 
our opinion, is a more positive goal to set; to establish effective rules while not infringing so deeply into the 
bass angling community itself. Part of the problem here, and one of the key factors that has lead to this 
unfortunate issue, is the steady parade of comments from other fishing communities/managers that illustrates 
what a bass angler should accept as normal
inconveniences for a bass angler to endure
communities how they should be expected to act and fish therefore they would expec
Again, we only point this out so that you’ll better understand that angst
minor tweaks that would see everyone, regardless of fishing preference, support the legislation whole
heartedly. 
 
RBANS applauds CASA’s recent letter and we follow up previous letters of our own to NSDAF with this one 
which has been copied to AISWG members
another idea that could possibly be used to address this issue share
bass anglers. We applaud CASA for their change in stance, one that more aligns with what RBANS has stated 
from the beginning. 
 
RBANS solution to the problem is also quite simple and one that we will share with AISWG m
We have requested and still champion 
adopted as shown here in our example:
 
- Fish that are held in a livewell* with a mechanical aerator operating at all times. *Livewell 

a compartment designed to keep fish alive. For a livewell to be used 
attached to or form part of a boat, hold a total volume of not less than 46 liters (10 gallons) of water, have 
the capacity for water exchange and be mechanically aerated at all times when live fish are being held in 
it. 
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SUBJECT: BASS ANGLERS REQUIREMENT FOR CHANGE 

RBANS has from the beginning requested changes and or rules that 
would allow proper livewells to be used while engaged in the act of angling itself, our position has not and 
will not change. There is no proof of any type to suggest that using a livewell while angling on a specific 
body of water has any negative impact on any other fishery or water body at that same moment. While you 
are on a body of water angling you’re merely fishing, bottom line. However, this same livewell must be 

he body of water, which is only common sense as we move forward trying to find new 

The notion that other groups are trying to force their views or agendas upon bass anglers specifically is very 
unfortunate but a reality that many bass anglers firmly believe, one that is unknowingly supported by ongoing 
actions. We have though in our power the ability to alter that very negative view, we must put forth rules that 

illegal fish transportation, while still recognizing that our large bass angling 
community does indeed consist of tactics and procedures apparently not common to other fisheries. That, in 
our opinion, is a more positive goal to set; to establish effective rules while not infringing so deeply into the 
ass angling community itself. Part of the problem here, and one of the key factors that has lead to this 

unfortunate issue, is the steady parade of comments from other fishing communities/managers that illustrates 
what a bass angler should accept as normal or what those communities themselves believe to only be minor 

for a bass angler to endure. Bass anglers state that they do not spend their time telling other 
communities how they should be expected to act and fish therefore they would expect the same courtesy. 

point this out so that you’ll better understand that angst and hopefully work towards a few 
minor tweaks that would see everyone, regardless of fishing preference, support the legislation whole

CASA’s recent letter and we follow up previous letters of our own to NSDAF with this one 
which has been copied to AISWG members so that they may see our opinions. They have brought forth 
another idea that could possibly be used to address this issue shared by the overwhelming vast majority of 
bass anglers. We applaud CASA for their change in stance, one that more aligns with what RBANS has stated 

RBANS solution to the problem is also quite simple and one that we will share with AISWG m
 that a livewell exemption rule with a definitive livewell definition be 

adopted as shown here in our example: 

are held in a livewell* with a mechanical aerator operating at all times. *Livewell 
a compartment designed to keep fish alive. For a livewell to be used under this exemption 
attached to or form part of a boat, hold a total volume of not less than 46 liters (10 gallons) of water, have 

nge and be mechanically aerated at all times when live fish are being held in 
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RBANS has from the beginning requested changes and or rules that 
would allow proper livewells to be used while engaged in the act of angling itself, our position has not and 

hile angling on a specific 
moment. While you 

are on a body of water angling you’re merely fishing, bottom line. However, this same livewell must be 
he body of water, which is only common sense as we move forward trying to find new 

The notion that other groups are trying to force their views or agendas upon bass anglers specifically is very 
lers firmly believe, one that is unknowingly supported by ongoing 

actions. We have though in our power the ability to alter that very negative view, we must put forth rules that 
izing that our large bass angling 

not common to other fisheries. That, in 
our opinion, is a more positive goal to set; to establish effective rules while not infringing so deeply into the 
ass angling community itself. Part of the problem here, and one of the key factors that has lead to this 

unfortunate issue, is the steady parade of comments from other fishing communities/managers that illustrates 
believe to only be minor 

do not spend their time telling other 
t the same courtesy. 

and hopefully work towards a few 
minor tweaks that would see everyone, regardless of fishing preference, support the legislation whole-

CASA’s recent letter and we follow up previous letters of our own to NSDAF with this one 
. They have brought forth 

d by the overwhelming vast majority of 
bass anglers. We applaud CASA for their change in stance, one that more aligns with what RBANS has stated 

RBANS solution to the problem is also quite simple and one that we will share with AISWG members today. 
definitive livewell definition be 

are held in a livewell* with a mechanical aerator operating at all times. *Livewell - a livewell is 
under this exemption it must be 

attached to or form part of a boat, hold a total volume of not less than 46 liters (10 gallons) of water, have 
nge and be mechanically aerated at all times when live fish are being held in 
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Our example accomplishes several key points:
 

1. It is not species specific and therefore not viewable as a one sided exemption
2. By stating 10 gallons as a minimum it outlaws al

devices of concern 
3. By stating that it must be attached to or form part of a boat it eliminates portability and streamside 

rock-pool ‘wells’ among other things. It also allows existing boats to be modified 
attaching a livewell that meets these requirements
and thrown into the tow vehicle, it is permanent in design

4. By mandating that it has proper aeration via
functional livewell. A fully functional livewell keeps any fish species alive so those fish are going 
back to the lake alive, not dead or severely distressed

 
We support our angling comrades in an effort to reduce trout cycling if that is
concern but we do not support it if it means changing the way bass angling is commonly carried out currently. 
We fear and believe that trout ‘cycling’ will only become trout ‘recycling’ with the legislation as it is 
currently written, removing a key component/tool of the bass fishing 
a word is not beneficial. The people who cycled before will still do so by throwing back their smaller and now 
definitely dead trout. If we truly need to a
legislating that versus alienating the entire bass angling community by staying the current course. In all my 
years of angling in Nova Scotia I have never 
bass anglers caring for their prized fish more often than not, as a result I actually question just how severe this 
trout cycling issue is and if it warrants such questionable legislation seeing how it does give root to all of the 
concerns the bass anglers are raising currently.
 
With the responses thus viewed and discussions previously had in person clearly stating that the bass angling 
community is not indeed being attacked here then we trust that this proposal will have some trac
parties interested in moving forward. 
 
RBANS appreciates the discussions and looks forward to visiting the topic in more detail at the next IFAC 
meeting. 
 
 
 
Mark Weare 
RBANS President.  
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Our example accomplishes several key points: 

It is not species specific and therefore not viewable as a one sided exemption 
By stating 10 gallons as a minimum it outlaws all buckets, small containers, stringers and similar 

By stating that it must be attached to or form part of a boat it eliminates portability and streamside 
pool ‘wells’ among other things. It also allows existing boats to be modified by permanently 

attaching a livewell that meets these requirements. A permanently affixed livewell cannot be removed 
and thrown into the tow vehicle, it is permanent in design 
By mandating that it has proper aeration via a mechanical pump ensures that this is indeed a fully 
functional livewell. A fully functional livewell keeps any fish species alive so those fish are going 
back to the lake alive, not dead or severely distressed 

We support our angling comrades in an effort to reduce trout cycling if that is something they see as a major 
concern but we do not support it if it means changing the way bass angling is commonly carried out currently. 
We fear and believe that trout ‘cycling’ will only become trout ‘recycling’ with the legislation as it is 

written, removing a key component/tool of the bass fishing approach only to add a couple letters to 
a word is not beneficial. The people who cycled before will still do so by throwing back their smaller and now 
definitely dead trout. If we truly need to address trout cycling then we are 100% in favor of specifically 
legislating that versus alienating the entire bass angling community by staying the current course. In all my 
years of angling in Nova Scotia I have never personally witnessed any of this trout cycling but I have seen 
bass anglers caring for their prized fish more often than not, as a result I actually question just how severe this 
trout cycling issue is and if it warrants such questionable legislation seeing how it does give root to all of the 
concerns the bass anglers are raising currently. 

With the responses thus viewed and discussions previously had in person clearly stating that the bass angling 
community is not indeed being attacked here then we trust that this proposal will have some trac

RBANS appreciates the discussions and looks forward to visiting the topic in more detail at the next IFAC 
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l buckets, small containers, stringers and similar 

By stating that it must be attached to or form part of a boat it eliminates portability and streamside 
by permanently 

. A permanently affixed livewell cannot be removed 

is indeed a fully 
functional livewell. A fully functional livewell keeps any fish species alive so those fish are going 

something they see as a major 
concern but we do not support it if it means changing the way bass angling is commonly carried out currently. 
We fear and believe that trout ‘cycling’ will only become trout ‘recycling’ with the legislation as it is 

only to add a couple letters to 
a word is not beneficial. The people who cycled before will still do so by throwing back their smaller and now 

ddress trout cycling then we are 100% in favor of specifically 
legislating that versus alienating the entire bass angling community by staying the current course. In all my 

cycling but I have seen 
bass anglers caring for their prized fish more often than not, as a result I actually question just how severe this 
trout cycling issue is and if it warrants such questionable legislation seeing how it does give root to all of the 

With the responses thus viewed and discussions previously had in person clearly stating that the bass angling 
community is not indeed being attacked here then we trust that this proposal will have some traction with all 

RBANS appreciates the discussions and looks forward to visiting the topic in more detail at the next IFAC 


